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MUAST presents Cyclone Idai disrupted
local customs & culture study finds

The recent study done in communities affected by Cyclone Idai in the Chimanimani,
Chipinge and Buhera districts of Zimbabwe
by Marondera University of Agricultural
Sciences and Technology, Chinhoyi University of Technology and Scotland based Abertay University revealed that the climate
change induced Cyclone Idai did not only
leave a trail of destruction and dead bodies,
but also disrupted local intangible cultural
heritage (ICH) assets.

The research established that Cyclone ldai
disrupted lives and brought about lots of
changes to the affected communities as historical sites and artefacts were washed away,
burial practices were breached, causing
strained social relationships.
Chiefs present bemoaned the changes that
brought about negative effects on culture.
Chief Makumbe, real name, Shepherd
Chengeta of Buhera said that the massive
destruction caused by Cyclone Idai brought

.“We really need to do something about this,”
said Chief Makumbe.
The natural disasters also resulted in the rise
in self-styled traditional healers commonly
known as ‘Tsikamutanda’ despite the
local leadership being against such practices
in Buhera.
This led to community members accusing
their neighbours whose houses were destroyed of having offended the spirits.
Presenting the key research findings at the
Project closing Workshop held on 23 May
2022 at Golden Peacock Hotel in Mutare,
Project Lead Investigator Professor Nomalanga Mpofu Hamadziripi revealed that early child marriages rose in the Cyclone Idai
about a cultural paradigm shift. It brought affected communities due to lack of social
about a lot of social problems such as child spaces.
marriages, prostitution and incest.
“Sacred pools were destroyed, sacred trees
“When the Cyclone hit, a new culture like the Muhacha used by the Vahera clan
emerged. Many houses were destroyed and in parts of Buhera were lost, cultural artesome households had only one hut left and facts were lost in the floods and the death
all the family members ended up sleeping in of custodians of rich indigenous knowledge
the same room. Children started to lose re- affecting the transmission of information
spect for their parents. We saw a rise in in- through oral traditions and emergency recest cases in our area, because of this”, said sponses affected culture.
Chief Makumbe.
Chief Makumbe added that some places of
significance were also destroyed. In this regard, he pointed out that the area where they
used to do their rainmaking ‘Mukwerera’ ceremony in Ngundu was swept away,
resulting in Buhera receiving low rains as
the spirits were saddened by this destruction

In the findings, Professor Hamadziripi further revealed that the relocation of commu
nities caused by Cyclone Idai affected their
ways of doing things as cultural practices,
such as rainmaking beer brewing ceremonies (doro remukwerara) done by old
women as displaced communities were relocated away from their traditional homes.
She added that there was loss of transmission of skills as most old people who could

pass these skills perished in the floods.

happy the research is happening during the
“Culture month”. We need to marry our
“Most young people were taught by old peo- science findings with our local knowledge in
ple to make reed baskets. Because most of the fight against climate change,” Professor
the old people were swept by the floods, Nyamangara said.
there was no one to pass on such skills to the
young people”, said Professor Hamadziripi. The Chiefs expressed the importance of respecting culture and mantaing cultural pracHowever, the study revealed that Cyclone tices.
Idai also led to the re-emergence of some
‘forgotten’ cultural practices such as the use “My community did not face a single death
of indigenous early warning systems and the and only a few houses were destroyed.
practice of performing traditional rituals be- In my area we don’t allow stream bank culfore the onset of the rain.
tivation. We also don’t allow the building
of communities at the confluence of rivers.
Presenting the findings, one of the investi- People perished enmasse at Kopa and Peagators Dr. Lesley Macheka added that the cock because these communities were built
floods also had an effect on food systems. at the confluence of rivers. This is because we
The study revealed that some traditional respect our cultural values and indigenous
food seed varieties were washed away, eating knowledge systems”, said Chief Saurombe,
spaces were nolonger existant and cooking of Biriwiri area in Chimanimani.
spaces were destroyed. Consequently diversity of food was affected as well as the food The study also reported psycho-social probsystems and health status of the communi- lems and post-traumatic stress disorder
ties.
amongst survivors, first responders, refugees and marginalised people. Hence, it
In his opening remarks at the project clos- was recommended that counselling should
ing workshop, Marondera University of be provided and further research should be
Agricultural Sciences and Technology Vice conducted on post-traumatic stress disorder
Chancellor Professor Justice Nyamangara among such groups of people. The study furapplauded the research team for not compet- ther recommended that, as we build stroning but complementing each other through ger infrastructure during the rehabilitation
collaborating on the research project.
process, we also need to build stronger traditional systems.
“Thank you for breaking the silo mentality
and collaborating on a research project of
The Secretary for Provincial Affairs for Mannational interest. I’m impressed by this col- icaland Province, Mr Edgar Seenza thanked
laborative research with the participation of the Universities for sharing the results as
government departments, local communi- other researchers often do not come back to
ties, local authorities, and Universities on a share results.
fundamental element of our society. I am

